UHU MARKING SET 1

He 219 V33 Werk Nr. 190063 DV+DL

Among the 34 prototype (V Series) aircrafts produced, the He 219 V33 was mainly used as a test plane for onboard radars. Depending on the time period, this plane was loaded with various types of radar antennas, including the FuG202, FuG 220, and FuH 219+250. The fuselage appears to be painted with a base coat of RLM76 Light Blue, layered with RLM75 Brown Violet to create a camouflage effect. However, the actual airplane used a base coat of RLM75, mottled with RLM76. The insignia and code letters of the test plane had a different size and position than the ones designated by the manual of the actual aircraft. Upon examination of photographs of the test plane, the insignia on the sides of the fuselage appear slightly lighter than the black code letters. This decal set includes both black and RLM75 types. Please choose whichever decal you prefer. It has also been said that the lines indicating the step placement on the left side of the nose varied between red and black. The SWS 1/32 He 219 kit comes with a black set, so this decal set includes a red type. Please choose whichever you prefer. The swastika decals for the vertical stabilizer have been separated into two pieces. Please use them in sets of two combined.

Please refer to the Zoukei-Mura 1/32 He 219 A-O Uhu instruction manual and its included decals when using this set.

Manufacturer: Zoukei-Mura, Inc.
Distributor: VOLKS, Inc.
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